
Gunsmith
Many folk are tinkerers, some as mere hobbyists, some as

career inventors. Gunsmiths are something greater, more

akin to a force of nature given the dramatic changes their

inventions bring upon the world. The few individuals who can

call themselves Gunsmiths all carry this truth, whether as a

burden, a driving force or something entirely different. There

are some who become Gunsmiths because they seek to

become one who has a profound impact on the world and

chances upon an idea that maybe, just maybe, may bring their

ambitions to fruition.

Your Gunsmith may be someone who feels their

marvellous invention is the crowning achievement of their

life. Or perhaps instead they are someone who feels that now

that they have completed their work the true life of

accomplishment can begin. In any case, the process of

devising and manufacturing a firearm affects all Gunsmiths

in some defining and irreversible way. When you create your

Gunsmith character you may use the sections below to add

detail to your past and what it may mean to them.

This is not official material
The following is an expansion to the Gunsmith
Homebrew by Pixie, styled after the class
expansions in Xanathar's Guide to Everything. If
you wish to use this material you must first seek
your DM's approval to use the original Gunsmith
Homebrew, followed by the expanded options laid
out below. The original Gunsmith Homebrew can
be found Here.

It should be noted that, much like the base
Homebrew, the new subclasses introduced in this
expansion are inspired by history and real-world
examples of firearm use. However, the following
subclasses deviate far more heavily from historical
examples than the subclasses in the base
Homebrew and as such should not be treated as
examples of real-world firearm users.

Workshop
Everyone has different work habits, Gunsmiths are no

exception. Your habits spill over into the workspace around

you, such that every Gunsmith’s workshop is in a way an

extension of their own mind and personality.

Some prefer a form of organised chaos, where everything

has its place but only the owner knows what those places are.

Others are meticulous, often to the point of obsession. Some

don’t have the luxury of a personal workspace, having to hide

their work from prying eyes in less-than-private spaces

Workshops
     d6      Workshop

1 Your workshop was flawlessly organised. Even
the slightest thing being out of place would
make you stop your work in order to adjust it

2 You shared a workshop with a number of other
tinkerers from your village, which was at times
both a blessing and a curse

3 You had no workshop, instead having to break in
to other craftsmen’s places of work to use their
tools in secret

4 Your family fortune allowed you to have a tailor-
made workspace, your familiarity with which
sometimes prevents you from working anywhere
other than your workshop

5 You used multiple private workshops, each
containing a different part of your work so that
no-one could stumble upon your invention and
steal your plans

6 The clutter of your workshop made it a
dangerous place for anyone but you to enter

Accident
During the long process of experimentation and refinement

of their firearm, every Gunsmith inevitably suffers an

accident related to the misuse of their tools or miscalculation

in their plans. Perhaps it was related to the refinement of

chemically volatile gunpowder, or a smithing accident from a

time when you were less experienced with metalworking.

It could be something you took in stride, recognising there

was always a risk of injury in your intellectual pursuit. For

some, it stands as a reminder of the enormous power they

have sought to harness. For others, it leaves a mark which

they are embarrassed or ashamed of.

Accidents
     d6      Accident

1 You lost what would have been your trigger
finger in a gunpowder explosion, forcing you to
redesign your firing mechanism

2 You suffered a burn from molten metal which
you keep covered at all times

3 A misfire killed a pet you kept in your workshop
as a companion

4 Your own malpractice caused the destruction of
your workshop and the purchase of a new one
nearly bankrupted you

5 Local children were playing in your unlocked
workshop and a chemical spillage left one
blinded for life

6 While working, as you often did, in a state of
inebriation you almost killed yourself, causing
you to give up drink for good
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Breakthrough
Sometimes the endless toil of experimentation becomes little

more than trial and error. In the midst of this slog, every

Gunsmith will eventually come across some ingenious

thought that leads them to a much-needed technological

breakthrough. Often this will put into place the final piece of

the puzzle allowing you to make a functional firearm.

Perhaps the mind-numbing hours spent refining a skill

related to gunsmithing finally paid off. Maybe an unrelated

event brought to your attention a realisation of exactly what

you were missing. For most, their breakthrough will have

come from a seemingly random ‘eureka’ moment when the

quiet parts of the mind finally put together the necessary

pieces.

Breakthroughs
     d6      Breakthrough

1 You discovered the mathematical formula for
bullet velocity relative to barrel length, allowing
you to at last make a weapon accurate enough
for use

2 You eventually asked a friend for suggestions,
and when they offered exactly the idea you were
missing you passed it off as your own and never
spoke to them again

3 You took up a series of apprenticeships to learn
the necessary skills, often working multiple jobs
over all days of the week

4 A flaw in the metal you had purchased to smith
your barrel resulted in you discovering rifling
completely by accident

5 You chanced upon an ancient text that held a
formula for gunpowder far more refined than
your own, suggesting that someone long before
you had worked on and possibly succeeded in
manufacturing a firearm

6 You were at the funeral of a family member when
the realisation hit you and your failure to contain
your excitement did not go unnoticed

Gunsmithing Innovations
At 3rd level, a Gunsmith gains the Gunsmithing Innovation

feature. The following options are available to a Gunsmith, in

addition to those offered in the base homebrew: the Hinawaju

and the Shield Gunner.

Hinawaju
A user of Hinawaju has seen the power of firearms not just as

a weapon, but as a way of life. They develop a strict warrior

code built on the principle of the superiority of firearms.

Alongside this principle, you develop and practice the martial

art of the firearm: Houjyutu.

Hinawaju Features
Gunsmith Level Feature

3rd Houjyutu, Fighting Style

6th Shame of Dishonour

11th Compelled by Honour

17th Warrior’s Death

Houjyutu
Starting at 3rd level, you craft a new firearm: the

Tanegashima. You may add this weapon to your inventory in

addition to keeping your original pistol. It has the following

profile:

Name Damage Weight Properties

Tanegashima 2d6
Piercing

18 lb. Ammunition (range
60/120), two-handed,
loading, firearm

You may spend a Quickdraw Action on your turn to ignore

the 'Loading' property of this weapon until the end of that

turn.
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Additionally, whenever you expend a Quickdraw Action on

your turn you gain 1d4 which you must roll before the start of

your next turn. When you roll the d4 you may add the result

to your choice of the following:

Your armor class until the start of your next turn

Your next attack roll made before the start of your next

turn

You next damage roll made before the start of your next

turn

Shame of Dishonour
An enemy unable to engage you as an equal brings dishonour

to themselves. Starting at 6th level, when you land an attack

with your Tanegashima you may forego any additional attacks

with it that turn to instead force the creature to make an

Intelligence save against your Quickdraw Action Save DC. On

a failure, the creature has disadvantage on its next attack roll.

Compelled by Honour
Your warrior’s code drives you to fight harder and faster than

your opponents. Starting at 11th level, when you declare an

honourable duel, you may fire a Markershot at the enemy at

no additional action cost.

Warrior’s Death
By 17th level you have prepared for a just and honest

warrior’s death, and if the death you face is not suitable you

can force yourself to keep fighting. When you are reduced to

0 hit points you may expend any number of your remaining

Quickdraw Actions, rolling 1d8 for each Quickdraw Action

expended and adding the total amount rolled to your hit

points after the incoming damage has been dealt. You may

only use this feature once per long rest. Shield Gunner
A Shield Gunner understands the offensive power of

Firearms only leaves the user severely lacking in defensive

capability. As such they have opted to further develop their

weapon alongside a specialised shield, such that the weapon

may be used both independently and as a part of a defensive

fixture.

Shield Gunner Features
Gunsmith Level Feature

3rd Specialised Defence, Set Up

6th Superior Ranged Combatant

11th Steady Advance

17th Efficient Set Up

Specialised Defense
Starting at 3rd level, you craft a new firearm: the Arquebus.

You may add this weapon to your inventory in addition to

keeping your original pistol. It has the following profile:

Name Damage Weight Properties

Arquebus 1d8
Piercing

15 lb. Ammunition (range 60/120),
two-handed, firearm
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Set Up
Also at 3rd level, you craft your specialised Gun Shield. This

counts as a shield with which you are proficient and provides

the same bonuses as a normal shield when equipped,

however the way in which this shield is equipped differs from

a regular shield. In order to equip your Gun Shield, you must

Set Up. During your turn you may enter the Set Up state as a

bonus action, reducing your movement to 0 and providing

you with the +2 AC granted by using a shield. Additionally,

while Set Up your Arquebus is changed to a weapon of the

following profile:

Name Damage Weight Properties

Set Up
Arquebus

3d8
Piercing

15 lb. Ammunition (range 60/120),
light, loading, firearm

You may end the Set Up state at any time during your turn

as an action. Alternatively, you may expend 1 Quickdraw

Action to leave the Set Up state immediately at no action

cost.

Superior Ranged Combatant
By 6th level you’re tougher and more powerful than other

ranged weapon users. Whenever you are in the Set Up state

and a creature hits you with a ranged weapon attack you may

expend 1 Quickdraw Action as a reaction to make an attack

against the creature with your Set Up Arquebus.

Steady Advance
Starting at 11th level you may move up to half your total

movement while in the Set Up state. You also gain advantage

when rolling against effects that would knock you prone or

stun you while in the Set Up state.

Additionally if you use your full available movement toward

a target of your Honourable Duel ability while Set Up, you

gain advantage on attack rolls against them for the duration

of the Honourable Duel.

Efficient Set Up
By 17th level you have Set Up countless times to the point

where the action is fluid and lightning-quick. Whenever you

enter or leave the Set Up state you may make an additional

attack with your Set Up Arquebus in the same action as your

Set Up. This attack ignores the ‘loading’ property of the

weapon.
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